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Parallelism and Cubes in C2  c-geometries (Errata)
ANTONIO PASINI
Because of a mistake inherited from [2], some statements of [1] are wrong. Indeed, in
Lemma 1 of [2] it is claimed that, for a certain class of diagrams, including Cn , quotients of
truncations are truncations of quotients; but this is false (as pointed out to me by C. Huybrechts).
That mistake has no important consequence in [2], but Lemma 1 of [2] is exploited in [1], thus
causing a number of mistakes. The necessary corrections in [1] are listed below. In the
following, when a correction amounts to inserting (cancelling) a few words, the words to
insert (cancel) are in italic (boldface), respectively.
PAGE 183: Abstract, first line: quotients of truncations of almost-thin: : :. Same correction
on page 184, line −10.
PAGE 186: Remove lines −8 and −7 and cancel the words all its quotients and from
the statements of Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.5. Accordingly, the first half of the proof of
Proposition 2.5 (page 187) should be dropped.
PAGE 188: Theorem 2.7: ‘The universal cover of the geometry 0 : : :’. Accordingly, cancel
the last sentence of the proof of this theorem (By Proposition 2.5, the same: : :).
PAGE 190: Cancel line 15 and Proposition 3.6 and rewrite Corollary 3.7 as follows: A
subgroup : : : defines a quotient of H.A/ admitting the natural parallelism only if : : :’. Ac-
cordingly, cancel the words contrary to Proposition 3.6 at the end of the proof of Corollary 3.7.
Still on page 190, the initial sentence of paragraph 3.2 should be cancelled. (All quotients of
Hamming geometries admit the natural parallelism (Proposition 3.6).)
PAGE 194: Cancel the words and only if from the statement of Corollary 3.11. Accordingly,
cancel the first sentence of the proof of that corollary.
PAGE 196: Theorem 5.2 holds for the universal 2-cover of 1 but it might be false for 1.
PAGE 199: Proposition 6.6: ‘LetH be : : :. Nonaffine quotients ofH admitting the natural
parallelism exist except when : : :’. Accordingly, at the second line of the proof of that
proposition: ‘every quotient ofH admitting the natural parallelism is : : :’.
PAGE 202: Drop the comment before Proposition 6.16.
PAGE 203: Lemma 6.18 remains valid, but it should be proved by a generalization of the
argument used for Lemma 6.17.
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